
La Finca Lodge 
San Fernando, Mexico



San Fernando is located in the Tamaulipas state of Mexico and only about 85 miles south of Brownsville, TX. This  

region is known as the breadbasket of Mexico as you will see millions of acres of fertile fields covered with Milo. Within 

a short drive from the city, you can be hunting ducks on the famous Laguna Madre, flushing bobwhite quail on century old  

hedgerows, or taking aim on the exciting white-wing dove. This area is truly a sportsman paradise right out our backdoor.

Steve McCain, Jr. grew up in the bayous of  

Louisiana killing his first duck at the age of six 

and creating a passion for the outdoors that still burns 

today.  After hunting Mexico for the first time in 2000, 

he dreamed that one day he would guide groups he 

once shared blinds with. Recently wrapping up a long 

career training professional cutting horses, Steve’s 

dream has come true setting up his operation at La 

Finca Lodge in San Fernando; the perfect location to 

shoot ducks, dove and quail.

About La Finca



For many years, Mexico has been a popular destination to 

enjoy a variety of wingshooting species with Americans 

taking advantage of the easy logistics. Our hunt in San Fernando 

will consist of harvesting ducks decoying on the big water of the 

Laguna Madre, chasing hundreds of bobwhite quail and blast-

ing white-wing dove in challenging thickets. Normally guys will 

shoot ducks each morning followed by lunch then either choose 

to hunt quail or dove in the afternoons. Extensive scouting is 

done each day to minimize the drive time to the shooting areas. 

Airboats will be used to shuttle duck hunters to the islands and 

we shoot 100% WILD quail, which are both an experience in 

itself.

La Finca Lodge located on the southern outskirts of town 

has offered first class hunting trips in the San Fernando 

area for over 20 years. The lodge has twelve large bedrooms with 

private baths & air conditioning. The spacious dining room gives 

groups plenty of room to enjoy the excellent cuisine and the bar 

is fully stocked with a classic margarita never far away. Ameni-

ties include a swimming pool, hot tub, and game room where 

groups can relax and enjoy in between or after the hunting. Two 

separate living rooms allow mixed groups ample space or you 

may want to challenge each other to a game of pool. La 

Finca is the perfect lodge for this program and located 

very conveniently to the hunting grounds.shoot ducks 

each morning followed by lunch then either choose to 

hunt quail or dove in the afternoons. Extensive scout-

ing is done each day to minimize the drive time to the 

shooting areas. Airboats will be used to shuttle duck 

hunters to the islands and we shoot quail over pointers, 

which are both an experience in itself.
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The greatest advantage of hunting at La Finca is the close proximity to the US. Groups choose to fly into either  

Brownsville or Harlingen, TX where Steve will be on hand to transfer you about two hours south to San Fernando. Trips 

will run either Sunday – Thursday or Thursday – Sunday with six hunts given on each trip.  To make travel even easier, you 

can choose to rent one of the many Beretta automatics available at the lodge.

Getting There


